Clarification for the quaries received through mail regarding EoI for BAMW
S.
No

Queries raised

Clarification

1

Is finger print the only option or any smart
card (RFID) option will also be available for
attendance?

Yes. The finger print is the minimum biometric based device
operation for the project.

2

Does the costing for the project also include
the web-server system?

Yes. The server is to be maintained at the developer end.

3

Does this project have any time line constraint
and concrete deadline

The time line is to be provided by the bidder. After Technical
Bid evaluation exercise, the approval will be given by DRDA

4

Can you please detail the process after EOI
documentation

As already scheduled in the EoI.

5

How many Hardware you need for biometric
and tablet?mention the count.

120

6

In software you need separate application
means, separate app or in the one app you
need different credential to login for
Registration android application and GRS
android application ?

Software means all in one app with different credential for
GRS login & DEO Login

7

Measurement entry ,kindly clarify briefly ?

Under MGNREGA, wages to MGNREGA beneficiaires is based
on the work out-turn measurement such measurement
includes data in the form of length, breadth and depth usually.

8

BAMW is an android and web-based solution
you need.Kindly explain what
you excepting
on web based Solution?

data exporting /importing through wifi/net connectivityonline/offile from android tablet to desktop should be allowed.

9

what is GRS?

The Village Panachayat-wise available field functionaries are
called as Gram Rozgar Sevaks (GRS)

10 Explain about the work allocation? In which

Shelf of works/Sanctioned works under MGNREGA all master
data which needs to be mapped with demand module for
creation of work allocation and muster roll.

11 You going to use this android app only on

Only Tab.

12 Explain briefly about the desktop application?

Desktop application should cover the followings:1. Accept to import the data from android app and
2. Allow to export the data to android app/device
Usually Saturday & Sunday and other Government Holidays
are predefined.

basis you going to allocate the

work?

tablet or mobile also

13 Is there any predefined calendar holidays for

which attendance need to be skipped.

14 Should BAMW project need to be integrated to

No. This is a separate app exclusively for biometric device
based attendance monitoring at worksite.

15 Is there any specific format in which Financial

No specific format is prescribed.

any existing system.

& Technical bid has to be prepared.

16 Elaborate this point ”Village Panchayat-wise

Under MGNREGA, employment is provided based on the
demand of the beneficiaries. Such demand is collected in the
form of "from date "to date" and "no of days required". This
needs to be captured with the biometric device and the
application development Such data collected as "demand data

17 date, no of days demanded to be entered and

at the time of caputring it should save in device after that while
connectivity available it should automatically be uploaded to
server

18 upload when net connectivity available”. We

All captured data through device should be stored in internal
storage. While connectivity available i.e., wifi or onnet data
should automatically uploaded to the desktop from android
device

19 Work allocation - when you will allocate work

It is financial year phenomenon.

20 Measurement entry means .Kindly elaborate it.

Under MGNREGA, wages to MGNREGA beneficiaires is based
on the work out-turn measurement such measurement
includes data in the form of length, breadth and depth usually.

21 What are the information you need on this

It will be decided after completion of Technical bid.

22 How many user going to access ?

All field functionaries under MGNREGA have to access this app
(approx.120 Nos)

23 Total

Totally 120 Biometric handheld device is required.

Demand capturing village panchayat-wise from-date, to

save in server either online offline and

can’t able to understand.

(i.e month or weekly )

dashboard?.

Number of count for the Biometric
devices and Tablet?

